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ABSTRACT

Adjoint methods of sensitivity analysis were applied to the California Current using the Regional Ocean

Modeling Systems (ROMS) with medium resolution, aimed at diagnosing the circulation sensitivity to var-

iations in surface forcing. The sensitivities of coastal variations in SST, eddy kinetic energy, and baroclinic

instability of complex time-evolving flows were quantified. Each aspect of the circulation exhibits significant

interannual and seasonal variations in sensitivity controlled by mesoscale circulation features. Central Cal-

ifornia SST is equally sensitive to wind stress and surface heat flux, but less so to wind stress curl, displaying

the greatest sensitivity when upwelling-favorable winds are relaxing and the least sensitivity during the peak

of upwelling. SST sensitivity is typically 2–4 times larger during summer than during spring, although larger

variations occur during some years.

The sensitivity of central coast eddy kinetic energy to surface forcing is constant on average throughout the

year. Perturbations in the wind that align with mesoscale eddies to enhance the strength of the circulation by

local Ekman pumping yield the greatest sensitivities.

The sensitivity of the potential for baroclinic instability is greatest when nearshore horizontal temperature

gradients are largest, and it is associated with variations in wind stress concentrated along the core of the

California Current. The sensitivity varies by a factor of ;1.5 throughout the year. A new and important

aspect of this work is identification of the complex flow dependence and seasonal dependence of the sen-

sitivity of the ROMS California Current System (CCS) circulation to variations in surface forcing that was

hitherto not previously appreciated.

1. Introduction

The California Current System (CCS) is a complex

eastern boundary current (Hickey 1979, 1998), and

there remain many unanswered questions concerning

the underlying dynamics of the circulation (Miller et al.

1999). There have been a number of recent efforts

to establish permanent operational real-time observing

systems along the entire west coast of the United States

[i.e., the Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing

System (SCCOOS) and the Central California Coastal

Ocean Observing System (CenCOOS)]. In addition,

there exist a number of rich historical datasets for both

the physical and biological environment [i.e., the Cal-

ifornia Cooperative Fisheries Investigation (CalCOFI)].

Efforts are also under way to set up a real-time ocean

forecasting system for parts of the CCS (Li et al. 2007),
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and real-time data, both in situ and satellite, are critical

for this effort. Important aims for the current observa-

tion and forecasting programs include (i) providing a

more complete picture of the CCS circulation; (ii) elu-

cidating the dynamics of the CCS; (iii) understanding

the impact of the physical environment on local ocean

ecosystems; and (iv) providing routine ocean forecasts

in support of various government agency and public

service activities.

Ocean-state estimates for studies of ocean dynamics

and routine ocean forecasting are generated using data

assimilation techniques. Any data assimilation efforts in

the CCS must necessarily be built upon a sound knowl-

edge of the physical attributes that control the circulation

in the forecast region. If the model is reliable, these same

attributes will control the circulation in the real ocean

also. Therefore, a detailed sensitivity analysis of the CCS

circulation serves several purposes.

We begin with a brief description of the physical

circulation of the southern CCS. A dominant feature of

the CCS is nearshore upwelling and its rich coastal ec-

osystems. The coastal upwelling is primarily driven by

alongshore winds (Bakun 1990), although the character

of the winds varies with latitude. South of Point Reyes

(see Fig. 1a), the alongshore winds are upwelling fa-

vorable all year-round, while to the north, upwelling

(downwelling) winds exist only during the summer

(winter). Because the focus of the present study is the

southern portion of the CCS we describe only the main

features of the circulation in this region. Excellent re-

views of the entire CCS circulation can be found in

Hickey (1979, 1998).

South of Point Reyes, the CCS is composed of the

equatorward California Current (CC), a persistent un-

dercurrent, and intermittent nearshore countercurrents.

The circulation is also dominated by mesoscale eddies

and filaments, which are apparent from drifters, and in

the surface thermal structure and ocean surface color

(e.g., Abbot and Zion 1985; Strub et al. 1991; Swenson

et al. 1992; Strub and James 2000).

There have been numerous modeling and diagnostic

studies of the CCS, and many indicate that local varia-

tions in the surface wind play an important role in

controlling the circulation (e.g., Allen 1980; McCreary

et al. 1987; Brink 1991; Batteen 1997; Oey 1999; Di

Lorenzo 2003). Observations and models also indicate

that the CCS is characterized by several dynamical re-

gimes, including Rossby wave dynamics (e.g., Strub and

James 2000; Di Lorenzo 2003), mesoscale eddy varia-

bility (e.g., Kelly et al. 1998), and instabilities associated

with nearshore density fronts (Strub and James 2000).

Several prominent topographic features (Point Arena,

Cape Mendocino, Point Reyes, Point Conception; see

Fig. 1a) also play a significant role in shaping local cir-

culation patterns (Batteen 1997), particularly in relation

to the formation of filaments and eddies (e.g., Enriquez

and Friehe 1995; Marchesiello et al. 2003).

The numerous complex and often competing dy-

namical regimes can render difficult the interpretation

of CCS observations and model simulations. In addi-

tion, there are other potentially important factors, such

as the influence of stochastic forcing on the CCS, that

have received little attention, although they are be-

lieved to be important in the ocean (e.g., Frankignoul

and Müller 1979; Müller and Frankignoul 1981; Aiken

et al. 2002; Chhak et al. 2006a,b; Chhak and Moore

2007; Chhak et al. 2009).

Despite the large body of observation and modeling

literature on the CCS, there has been no systematic

quantitative exploration of the sensivitities of funda-

mental aspects of the CCS circulation to the various

inputs of the system. Therefore, in this paper we have

used the adjoint of an ocean general circulation model

in an attempt to unravel the competing influences of

various physical aspects of the CCS circulation. While

some fundamental aspects of the CCS circulation have

been documented and are well understood, such as the

role of the alongshore wind stress in promoting up-

welling and in establishing cross-shelf pressure gradi-

ents that drive the primary current systems, quantitative

questions remain about the sensitivity of the circulation

to the timing and structure of variations in the forcing.

The analyses presented here shed new and important

light on these sensitivities that are relevant to our un-

derstanding of the CCS and efforts to predict the cir-

culation. Furthermore, the temporal and spatial nature

of these sensitivities as revealed by the adjoint method

is unique and unknown a priori. The only other way that

they can be obtained is via direct numerical simulations

involving a very large number of costly forward model

integrations.

We consider three dynamical aspects of the CC that

have received considerable attention, namely, coastal

upwelling and sea surface temperature (SST), eddy

kinetic energy (EKE), and baroclinic instability. We

demonstrate that while many of the qualitative con-

clusions reported elsewhere are validated by the adjoint

approach, the current study is able to formally quantify

the sensitivities to surface forcing and reveals addi-

tional, more subtle aspects of the circulation sensitiv-

ities. The biological aspects will be explored in a future

companion paper. Adjoint techniques have been used

extensively for sensitivity analysis in meteorology (e.g.,

Hall and Cacuci 1983; Langland et al. 1995; Rabier et al.

1996) and other branches of physics (Cacuci 1981a,b)

but have only recently found favor in oceanography
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(e.g., Junge and Haine 2001; Galanti and Tziperman

2003).

A description of the ocean model follows in section 2.

The model physical circulation is discussed in section 3,

and in sections 4 and 5 we introduce the adjoint method

of sensitivity analysis, which is applied in sections 6 and

7 to various indices that characterize different physical

aspects of the circulation. We end with a summary and

conclusions in section 8.

2. The Regional Ocean Modeling System

The primary tools used in the present study are a

coupled physical–biological ocean model composed of

the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) and a

four-component nitrogen-based trophic model. ROMS

is a state-of-the-art hydrostatic, free-surface ocean gen-

eral circulation model developed specifically for re-

gional applications (Haidvogel et al. 2000, 2008). The

model uses a terrain-following coordinate system in the

vertical, and generalized orthogonal curvilinear coor-

dinates in the horizontal, with the result that the com-

plex topography and bathymetry often encountered in

coastal regions can be well resolved (Shchepetkin and

Mc Williams 2004). In addition, ROMS is equipped with

a comprehensive suite of open boundary conditions

(Marchesiello et al. 2001) and can be conveniently

nested with varying resolution.

The model domain extends from 298–39.58N to 1158–

1328W (Fig. 1b). The horizontal resolution is 20 km and

there are 20 s-levels in the vertical. The effective vertical

resolution varies spatially: ;5–10 m along the shelf, and

offshore between ;10 m near the surface, and ;1200 m

in the deep ocean. At the open boundaries, a clamped

boundary condition was used to constrain the tracer and

velocity fields using the solution from a larger domain

configuration (24.5–488N, 152–1108W) with the same

resolution.1 Radiation conditions were imposed on the

free-surface and barotropic velocity following Chapman

(1985) and Flather (1976). Because the Flather and

Chapman radiation conditions do not conserve mass, a

volume conservation constraint was imposed following

FIG. 1. (a) A map showing the location of the dominant topographic features that are known to influence the CCS. (b)

The ROMS model domain and contours of bathymetry. The contour interval is 500 m.

1 Additional experiments were performed using a sponge layer

in conjunction with clamped boundaries to alleviate potential

problems associated with overspecification of boundary conditions

(Marchesiello et al., 2001). The findings and conclusions of sensi-

tivity analyses reported in later sections are insensitive to the

presence of the sponge layer, so only those experiments performed

without a sponge layer are presented here.
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Marchesiello et al. (2001) to compensate for any aver-

age loss or gain of mass through the open boundaries.

No-slip conditions were imposed at all coastal bound-

aries on velocity, and zero gradient conditions on all

tracers.

Both model domains employ the same physical param-

eterizations and numerical algorithms, including a nonlin-

ear equation of state; third-order upstream horizontal

advection of momentum, temperature, salinity, and bi-

ological tracers; K-profile parameterization (KPP) ver-

tical mixing (Large et al. 1994); and horizontal mixing

of temperature, salinity, and momentum along s-levels.

The biological model employed was a standard four-

component nitrogen-based (NPZD) trophic model (Franks

2002; Powell et al. 2006).

The horizontal resolution employed here is less than

that typically used to model this region for two reasons.

The first is a practical consideration and stems from the

fact that at the time these calculations were performed,

a parallel version of the ROMS adjoint was not avail-

able. Second, the primary focus of this study was to

explore the sensitivity of the broad, persistent, meso-

scale features of the CCS circulation to variations in

surface forcing. Estimates of the first baroclinic mode

radius of deformation for the region range from ;15 km

(Barth 1994) to ;20–40 km (Emery et al. 1984; Chelton

et al. 1998), so the chosen 20-km grid spacing is close

to the midrange. Furthermore, recent CCS modeling

studies using ROMS at resolutions ranging from 3.5 to

20 km by Marchesiello et al. (2003) and 0.75 to 12 km by

Capet et al. (2008) indicate that the broadest mesoscale

features and mean seasonal circulation are relatively

insensitive to horizontal grid resolution and that the

transition to submesoscale resolution (Capet et al. 2008)

does not significantly alter the dominant mesoscale flow

structures.

The adjoint methods employed here are predicated

on the tangent linear (TL) assumption and provide re-

liable sensitivity information for finite-amplitude per-

turbations only while the TL assumption is valid. Ex-

perience has shown that as model resolution increases,

the time interval over which the TL assumption is valid

decreases as smaller-scale, nonlinear circulation features

emerge. Therefore, we expect the adjoint method to

become increasingly limited in time for finite-amplitude

perturbations at ever-increasing model resolutions. How-

ever, given these caveats, we feel comfortable using 20-km

resolution to explore the sensitivity of the broad, per-

sistent, energetic components of the CCS mesoscale

because the model captures these important features

of the circulation (as demonstrated in section 3), and the

TL assumption for finite-amplitude perturbations is valid

for dynamically relevant time intervals. However, that

said, some of the sensitivity results presented in the

following sections and their interpretation are likely to

be model resolution dependent.

Another focus of this study is the influence of natural,

unforced, internal variations in the ocean mesoscale

circulation on the circulation sensitivities. With this in

view, our aim was to create a large-scale circulation

environment in which the mesoscale circulation can

develop naturally and evolve. For this reason, ROMS

was forced with monthly mean surface wind stress and

surface fluxes of heat and freshwater derived from the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) re-

analysis project (Kalnay et al. 1996), which captures the

influence of the large-scale atmospheric circulation en-

vironment on the ocean. In addition, NCEP forcing

is devoid of localized forcing features that may force

localized variability, features of the circulation that we

wish to exclude for the moment. Despite this apparent

shortcoming of the NCEP forcing products, Di Lorenzo

et al. (2008) have demonstrated that when forced by

NCEP forcing products, ROMS captures much of the

observed upper ocean variability in temperature, salin-

ity, and nutrient along the eastern boundary of the

North Pacific using a similar resolution (15 km) to that

used here. That said, similar results (not reported here)

to those described in sections 6 and 7 were obtained

using a higher-resolution (;10 km) wind product derived

from the U.S. Navy’s Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere

Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS).

3. The physical model circulation

The model open boundaries were constrained by the

circulation from the large domain spun up for 50 yr

using the NCEP forcing starting from a state of rest and

Levitus climatological temperature and salinity distri-

butions, the large domain constrained at its boundaries

by a combination of radiation conditions and relaxation

to Levitus temperature and salinity climatology (Di

Lorenzo et al. 2004). The model used for the sensitivity

calculations was initialized on 1 January, year 1, using

the year 50 large-domain solution, and run for 10 yr.

Figure 2a shows the April mean SST during maximum

coastal upwelling. During fall and winter (Fig. 2b), SST

increases as the rate of upwelling decreases. Figure 2

also shows snapshots of SST and sea surface height

(SSH) on 1 April and 1 October of year 6 and indicates

that there is considerable mesoscale eddy variability

qualitatively similar to that observed. SSH (Figs. 2d,f) is

a good surrogate for surface geostrophic currents, and

the southward flowing CC is clearly apparent. Typical

filament and eddy features are labeled ‘‘f,’’ ‘‘e1,’’ and
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‘‘e2’’ in Figs. 2e,f and have scales ranging from 100 km in

the case of ‘‘f’’ to 200–350 km for ‘‘e1’’ and ‘‘e2.’’ These

can be considered the smallest resolvable mesoscale

features to which the results of the sensitivity analyses

presented in later sections apply.

Vertical sections of monthly mean April and October

temperatures and alongshore velocity along the line

indicated in Fig. 2e are shown in Fig. 3. The seasonal

signature of upwelling is evident with, for example, the

128C isotherm outcropping near 1238W in April (Fig.

3a) and along the coast in October (Fig. 3b). Observa-

tions show that the CC is confined to the upper 500 m

(Hickey 1998), with seasonal mean speeds ;0.1 m s21

and maximum velocities in summer to early fall. The

model CC (Figs. 3c,d) has a broad vertical extent with

peak speeds at the surface of ;0.2 m s21, decreasing

rapidly over the upper 200 m, reaching peak surface

speeds in the spring and early summer, depending on

FIG. 2. The climatological mean SST for (a) April and (b) October computed from a 10-yr integration of ROMS.

Snapshots of SST and SSH are shown for (c), (d) 1 April and for (e), (f) 1 October of year 6. The target areas used to

define JSST and JKE are also identified. The filament labeled ‘‘f’’ in (e) and eddies labeled ‘‘e1’’ and ‘‘e2
’’ in (f) are

referred to in the main text.
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latitude. Observations suggest that the undercurrent is

narrow (;10–40 km), flowing poleward over the conti-

nental slope, with peak speeds of 0.3–0.5 m s21 in

summer and early fall in the depth range 100–300 m.

The undercurrent is poorly resolved by the model used

here, although there is a weak (;0.1 m s21) poleward

flow over the shelf against the coast, present year-round

below the surface, in general agreement with observa-

tions (Hickey 1998).

4. Adjoint sensitivity analysis

We denote the ROMS state vector as F(t) 5 (u v T S z

N P Z D)T, where u, v, T, S, z, N, P, Z, and D are vectors

of the model gridpoint values at time t of zonal velocity,

meridional velocity, temperature, salinity, SSH, nitrate,

phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus, respectively,

and superscript T denotes the transpose. Thus, F(t) is a

vector composed of all model prognostic variables at a

single time. The nonlinear ROMS (hereafter NLROMS)

will be represented symbolically by

›F/›t 5M(F) 1 f(t), (1)

whereM denotes all model linear and nonlinear oper-

ators, and f(t) is the forcing. Equation (1) is solved

subject to initial condition F(ti) 5 Fi and boundary

conditions FV(t), where V denotes all boundaries, open

and closed.

For sensitivity analysis, a scalar function J 5 G[F(t)]

serves as an indicator of some aspect of the circulation,

and the sensitivity of J to variations in F(t), Fi, FV(t)

and f(t) is explored (Cacuci 1980a,b). Let F0(t) repre-

sent the solution of (1) that describes the time-evolving

CCS, and consider perturbations dF(t) to F0(t) arising

FIG. 3. Vertical cross sections of the monthly mean temperature (8C) along the section indicated in Fig. 2e for the

upper 300 m of the water column for (a) April and (b) October, computed from the 10-yr integration. The 128C

isotherm is highlighted in white, and the contour interval is 18C. Cross sections along the same section of the monthly

mean alongshore velocity (m s21) over the upper 1000 m are shown (c) for April and (d) October, respectively. The

zero contour separating poleward and equatorward flow is highlighted in white in (c) and (d), and the contour interval

is 0.02 m s21.
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from small perturbations dFi, dFV(t), and df(t) to the

initial conditions, boundary conditions, and forcing, re-

spectively. To first order,

›dF/›t 5 ›M(F)/›FjF0(t)dF 1 df(t), (2)

subject to dFi and dFV(t). Equation (2) is referred to as

the Tangent Linear ROMS (TLROMS), and compact

solutions may be written as

dF(tf ) 5R(ti, tf )dF(ti) 1

ðtf

ti

R(t, tf )Pdf(t)dt, (3)

where R(ti, tf) is the propagator for the interval [ti, tf].

Here, f(t) is imposed as flux surface boundary conditions

on tracers, and momentum is denoted here by the ma-

trix operator P in (3). Forcing perturbations df are

transformed by P into perturbations dF 5 Pdf, which

are advanced in time by R according to the second term

on the right-hand side of (3).

Using (3), the resulting change dJ ’ dFT(›J/›F) in J

is given by

dJ(t) 5 dFT(ti)R
T(t, ti)›G/›F(t) 1

Dt �
N

j50
dfT(ti 1 jDt)PTRT(t, ti 1 jDt)›G/›F(t),

(4)

where for later convenience the integral in (3) is written

as a Riemann sum, Dt is the ROMS time step, and t 5

ti 1 NDt. In (4), RT(t, ti) represents the propagator of the

adjoint of TLROMS (hereafter ADROMS), and the re-

ordered time arguments denote integration backward in

time.

Solutions of TLROMS and ADROMS do not depend

explicitly on the forcing f(t) of NLROMS (1); they de-

pend only on F0(t) as driven by f(t). This is because f(t)

is independent of the model prognostic variables as

formulated here.2 The perturbations df(t) in TLROMS

(2) can therefore be divorced from f(t) inasmuch as they

can be viewed as arbitrary perturbations to the surface

boundary conditions in the presence of the circulation

F0(t).

In the limit dF(ti)! 0 and df(t)! 0, Eq. (4) indicates

that

dJ(t)/›F(ti) 5RT(t, ti)›G/›F(t);

›J(t)/›f(ti 1 jDt) 5 DtPTRT(t, ti 1 jDt)›G/›F(t). (5)

The gradient vectors ›J(t)/›F(ti) and ›J(t)/›f(ti 1 jDt)

reflect the sensitivity of J to changes in Fi and f(ti 1 jDt),

and (5) shows they can be evaluated by integrating ›G/

›F(t) backward in time using ADROMS.

The gradient vectors can be expressed as linear su-

perpositions of the singular vectors (SVs) of the tangent

linear propagator R as shown by Gelaro et al. (1998). As

such, the structure of the gradient vectors will be largely

dictated by the fastest growing SVs, which are them-

selves closely tied to individual circulation features be-

cause they achieve rapid growth via barotropic and

baroclinic instability and linear eigenmode interference

(Farrell and Ioannou 1996). The close connection be-

tween the gradient vectors and the leading SVs means

that we can also interpret the former as perturbations

that yield large changes in J, an idea that we exploit in

sections 6 and 7.

As noted above, adjoint sensitivity analysis is predi-

cated on the validity of the TL assumption. A suite of

experiments using the SVs as perturbations for NLROMS

and TLROMS (not shown) indicate that for finite-

amplitude perturbations that achieve dynamically rele-

vant amplitudes [i.e., z ; 0.11 m, (u, y) ; 0.4 m s21, and

SST ; 1.58C], the TL assumption is valid for ; 30 days.

5. Physical processes of interest

Despite the body of literature on the qualitative na-

ture of the role surface forcing plays in controlling the

CCS, there have been few quantitative studies. These

have either been of somewhat limited scope and/or us-

ing idealized models (e.g., Allen 1980; Brink 1991;

McCreary et al. 1991; Auad et al. 1991; Batteen 1997) or

have concentrated on circulation differences that result

from different forcing products (e.g., Di Lorenzo 2003;

Marchesiello et al. 2003). Here we are specifically in-

terested in exploring, in a rigorous quantitative frame-

work, the spatiotemporal variations in the sensitivity of

some dominant physical aspects of the CCS circulation.

With this in mind, we consider three scalar functions as

heuristic indicators of upwelling, kinetic energy, and

baroclinic instability.

a. JSST: Coastal SST and upwelling

As a measure of the strength of the upwelling, we

computed an index JSST based on the space–time aver-

aged SST, namely,

JSST 5
1

A(tf � ti)

ð
A

ðtf

ti

(SST� gSST)2dtdA, (6)

where an overbar represents the NLROMS monthly

mean, and A is the area enclosed by the target region

2 In general, of course f(t) will be an explicit function of the

ocean circulation due to the influences of the latter on the atmo-

spheric surface boundary layer. Such complications are not con-

sidered here.
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shown in Fig. 2a where coastal upwelling in the model is

most pronounced. The coefficient g equals 0 or 1, de-

pending on whether the index is based on SST or SST

anomaly, and (tf 2 ti) 5 30 days in accordance with the

TL assumption. Time series of JSST are shown in Fig. 4a.

For g 5 0, the seasonal cycle of upwelling dominates

with minimum SST in spring and maximum SST in fall,

while g 5 1 captures mesoscale variability and inter-

annual variations.

Because JSST involves a time average, the gradient

vectors in (5) are modified as described in the appendix.

In addition, we are generally interested in the sensitivity

of JSST to variations in the time-mean forcing �f and

variations in wind stress curl, as described in the

appendix.

b. JKE: Eddy kinetic energy

We define an index of kinetic energy so that

JKE

5
ro

2LA(tf � ti)

ð
L

ð
A

ðtf

ti

[(u�g�u)2
1 (y �g�y)2]dtdAdz,

(7)

where
Ð

L dz denotes the depth integral ;0–300 m, and

tf 2 ti 5 30 days. The target area A used for JKE (Fig. 2b)

is independent of that used for JSST and coincides with

the area of maximum observed eddy kinetic energy (see

Marchesiello et al. 2003, their Fig. 13d; Kelly et al. 1998,

their Plate 1). Model EKE is also maximum here, and

more tightly confined to the coast than observed, but

consistent in spatial extent and magnitude with surface

values of Marchesiello et al. (2003) computed at the

same resolution. Time series of JKE for g 5 0 and 1 (Fig.

4b) exhibit considerable variability associated with me-

soscale circulations with no pronounced seasonal cycle,

although during some years there is a tendency for high

(low) kinetic energy in summer and fall (winter and

spring), consistent with observations (e.g., Kelly et al.

1998; Strub and James 2000).

c. JsBI
: Baroclinic instability

It is widely believed that baroclinic instability pro-

motes eddy variability in the CCS (see Strub and James

2000 and references therein). A measure of the poten-

tial for baroclinic instability commonly used in meteo-

rology and oceanography is the maximal Eady mode

growth rate, the so-called Eady index, denoted sBI 5

0.31f|›v/›z|N21 (e.g., Lindzen and Farrell 1980; Hoskins

and Valdes 1990; D. B. Chelton et al. 2006, personal

communication), where f is the Coriolis parameter and

N is the spatially varying Brunt–Väisälä frequency. We

will consider

JsBI
5

1

LA(tf � ti)

ð
L

ð
A

ðtf

ti

s2
BIdtdAdz (8)

as an index of the potential for baroclinic instability,

where L, A, and (tf 2 ti) are identical to those used for

JKE. A time series of JsBI
(Fig. 4c) indicates that the

circulation in the target volume is most (least) suscep-

tible to baroclinic instability during spring (fall). The

average e-folding time of the fastest growing Eady mode

[or, equivalently, the Charney mode (Gill 1982)] in the

target region is ;3 days, consistent with theoretical

studies [e.g., the ‘‘traditional baroclinic instability’’

modes identified by Barth (1994) with peak e-folding

times of 3.3 days and wavelengths ;100 km], but some-

what shorter than the ;5-day e-folding time inferred

from climatological observations (D. B. Chelton et al.

2006, personal communication). Observational estimates

of sBI are typically based on averages of N and |›v/›z|

over the upper ;1000 m, while in the model, spatially

varying N and v are used. Nonetheless, trends in sBI are

probably useful indicators of time variations in the po-

tential for baroclinic instability, despite the oversimpli-

fication of the Eady and Charney models.

6. Coastal SST and upwelling sensitivity (JSST)

Adjoint sensitivity calculations aimed at exploring the

monthly sensitivities of JSST to variations in surface

forcing were initiated on day 1 of each month during

the last 5 yr of the NLROMS simulation of section 3.

The time-dependent gradient vectors ›J/›f represent the

sensitivity of JSST to independent perturbations in each

gridpoint element of f 5 (f). However, the units of ›J/›f

vary across components, complicating the direct com-

parison of the sensitivities. Therefore, to compare di-

rectly the sensitivity of JSST to perturbations in each

element of f, we considered the changes DJi 5 Df›J/›fi

that would result from perturbations Df at each grid

point i within the target region over the interval [ti, tf].
3

The standard deviations of each element of f averaged

over the target region were used as typical forcing per-

turbation amplitudes Df. To summarize the sensitivities,

DJSST 5 (1/n�n

i51DJ2
i )

1
2 was computed, where n is the

number of grid points enclosed by the target region.

A direct comparison of DJSST arising from perturba-

tions in each component of surface forcing (t, Q, E 2 P)

therefore provides an immediate quantitative appreci-

ation of the sensitivity of JSST to perturbations with

amplitudes typical of those encountered in the real

3 Analyses revealed that the largest values of ›JSST/›f typically

occur primarily within the target region.
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ocean. To illustrate, Fig. 5 shows time series of DJSST

for the last 5 yr of the model integration for (tf 2 ti) 5 30

days for g 5 0 and g 5 1. Figure 5 indicates that JSST is

approximately equally sensitive to variations in �t and
�Q, and less so to variations in curl �t, where an overbar

denotes a monthly mean. For all J considered, the sen-

sitivity to variations in the surface freshwater flux was

negligible and will not be considered further.

An important test of the methodology is presented in

Fig. 6, showing vectors of (›JSST/›�tx, ›JSST/›�ty) for Oc-

tober, year 6, for g 5 0 and g 5 1, a time when Figs. 5b,e

reveal that JSST is generally most sensitive to variations

in �t. As anticipated a priori, for g 5 0 (Fig. 6a) an in-

crease (decrease) in upwelling-favorable winds leads to

a decrease (increase) in JSST, indicating that ADROMS

yields the correct sensitivity. However, what was not

anticipated is the considerable spatiotemporal variation

in the circulation sensitivities to variations in �t. For ex-

ample, Fig. 6a shows that the maximum sensitivities ex-

tend ;150–200 km offshore, are not spatially uniform,

and extend outside the target region. This is the case at

other times of the year also (not shown), with sensitivity

features tied to the mesoscale circulation structure. For

g 5 1 (Fig. 6b), JSST is defined in terms of SST anomalies,

and the sensitivity vectors are more locally confined.

Temporal variations in (›J/›�tx, ›J/›�ty) reveal that the

region of maximum sensitivity sometimes propagates

offshore, indicating a sensitivity to wind stress curl.

Figures 7a,c show a close-up view of the sensitivity

vectors associated with the periods 0–5 and 21–25

FIG. 4. Time series of (a) JSST (K2) and (b) JKE (kg m21 s22) for g 5 0 (dashed line) and g 5 1

(solid line), and (c) JsBI
(days22) computed from the last 8 yr of the model integration for the

target areas identified in Figs. 2a,b. The ordinate on the left (right) is for g 5 0 (g 5 1).
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October, year 6. Notice how JSST is more sensitive to

alongshore variations in �t offshore during the penulti-

mate week of October (Fig. 7c) and more sensitive to

alongshore winds close to the shore during the first week

(Fig. 7a). These changes are accompanied by a change

in ›JSST/›curl�t as shown in Figs. 7b,d. As anticipated a

priori, over much of the target region, a decrease (in-

crease) in wind stress curl is associated with an increase

(decrease) in SST due to the associated decrease (in-

crease) in upwelling, indicating that ADROMS yields

the correct result. However, the spatiotemporal varia-

tions in ›JSST/›curl�t in Fig. 7 could certainly not have

been anticipated, and they reveal that localized en-

hancements in wind stress curl can significanctly influ-

ence SST, in qualitative agreement with recent obser-

vations (e.g., Chelton et al. 2001, 2004; O’Neill et al.

2003, 2005).

a. Seasonal dependencies

Figure 5 reveals a pronounced seasonal dependence

in the sensitivity of JSST to �t and curl �t, with largest

(smallest) sensitivities typically occurring during fall

(spring). The sensitivity to �t (curl �t) varies by a factor

;2–6 (;5–10) over the course of a year. For g 5 0, the

most sensitive period corresponds to the time when the

upwelling-favorable alongshore winds are generally

weakening, a time when relatively small perturbations

in an alongshore wind can yield significant changes in

SST because near the surface ›T/›z is large near shore

(Fig. 3b). During spring, on the other hand, the along-

shore winds are strongest and the thermocline outcrops

are offshore (Fig. 3a), exposing cold subthermocline

waters with a smaller ›T/›z, so that variations in

alongshore wind are less effective at changing SST at

FIG. 5. Time series of the monthly mean DJSST (solid line) associated with a one std dev change in (a), (d) curl �t, (b),

(e) �t, and (c), (f) �Q, applied at all points within the target region identified in Fig. 2a and applied at all times, and

computed from years 5–10. The panels on the left (right) are for g 5 0 (g 5 1). The dashed lines show the maximum

and minimum values of DJSST encountered during each month for the same 5-yr period. In the case of wind stress, the

values of DJSST were computed for perturbations in both components of the vector.
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this time. For the case g 5 1 (Fig. 5e), JSST is sometimes

sensitive to variations in �t even when the alongshore

winds are strong, as evidenced by the wide envelope of

the extremes during spring, depending on the size of the

SST anomalies.

These results suggest that SST may be very suscepti-

ble to variations in the timing of the relaxation of

alongshore winds at the end of the upwelling season.

While Fig. 5 quantifies the time variability of this sen-

sitivity in ROMS, such variations may also be man-

ifested in the real ocean in relation to the broadest

mesoscale circulation features of the CCS.

b. A perturbation interpretation

As noted in section 4, the gradient vectors are syn-

onymous with perturbations that yield large changes in J

because of their connection with the singular vectors of

the TLROMS propagator. For the case g 5 0, JSST is

governed by the change in SST over the course of a

month, and ›J/›�t corresponds to perturbations in �t that

yield a large change in SST over the same period.

During October, year 6, SST warms by ;18C in the

northern part of the target region and cools in the south

(Fig. 8a). Therefore, a general increase in southerly

alongshore wind enhances the northern warming trend

and reduces the southern cooling trend, leading to an

increase in JSST, consistent with Figs. 7a,b if we view the

sensitivity patterns as wind perturbations. The target

region SST in Fig. 8a is associated with a pair of me-

soscale features, identified as ‘‘e1’’ and ‘‘e2’’ in Fig. 2f,

which conspire to produce a filament of cold SST water

offshore near 358N, denoted ‘‘f’’ in Fig. 2e. Evolution of

e1, e2, and f can be influenced by suitably aligned wind

stress perturbations that enhance or suppress develop-

ing waves. Figure 8b shows the pattern of ›J/›t for the

period 21–25 October superimposed on SST for the

same period, and it reveals a pattern of cross-isotherm

winds near 358N (indicated by the gray box) within the

band of cooling SST along the southern flank of filament

f. Figure 8b shows a second similar feature near Mon-

terey Bay, indicated by a second gray box. These fea-

tures can modify the development of SST anomalies,

an idea confirmed by additional experiments in which

NLROMS was forced by wind stress perturbations with

the structure of ›J/›t in Fig. 8b. SST anomalies devel-

oped along the southern flank of filament f consistent

with enhanced upwelling and downwelling and bar-

oclinic wave development (not shown).

Similar arguments can be advanced to explain the

spatial variations in the sensitivity of JSST to wind stress

curl apparent in Figs. 7b,d. The change in sign of

›J/›curl�t on 21–25 October close to the coast (Fig. 7d),

and the north–south dipole in ›J/›curl�t that develops

along 1238W centered at 368N, suggests that subtle local

changes in wind stress curl can modify the subsequent

development of the e1–f–e2 circulation complex and

enhance JSST.

The sensitivities displayed in Fig. 8 and the response

of NLROMS to wind perturbations of this form are

both consistent with Spall (2007), who showed how air–

sea interactions can produce feedbacks that enhance the

development of baroclinically unstable waves. The

correspondence between the sensitivities of Fig. 8 and

Spall (2007) is not complete, however, because there are

no coupled air–sea interactions in NLROMS. However,

the NLROMS ocean eddy response to changes in the

wind can have the same ocean dynamics as the Spall

mechanism, only there is no ocean-induced feedback to

change the wind, except insofar that the adjoint model

FIG. 6. Vectors of (›JSST/›�tx, ›JSST/›�ty) for October, year 6, for (a) g 5 0 and (b) g 5 1. The target area that defines

JSST is shown in each case. The vector scaling is different in (a) and (b).
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reveals how the wind must change to enhance the growth

of an eddy and the consequent effect on SST. Certainly

the details of the spatiotemporal nature of the sensitiv-

ities to surface forcing like those of Fig. 8 could not have

been anticipated without the adjoint model.

The time variations and year-to-year variability of the

sensitivities of JSST in Fig. 5e are therefore associated

with a combination of sensitivity to the alongshore

winds, which drive changes in upwelling, and sensitivity

to local wind forcing that promotes wave variability.

c. Sensitivity to surface heat flux

Figures 5c,f indicate that JSST is typically least sensi-

tive to variations in �Q during spring and most sensitive

in the fall, although for g 5 1 there are significant year-

to-year variations due to variability in the mesoscale

circulation. Sensitivity of JSST to �Q typically varies by a

factor of ;3–9 during the course of a year. The spatio-

temporal patterns of ›J/› �Q (not shown) reveal that JSST

is sensitive to local variations in �Q and to the influence

of horizontal advection by the mesoscale circulation.

7. Eddy kinetic energy (JKE) and baroclinic
instability (JsBI

)

The sensitivity of JKE in (7) to variations in �t and curl �t

is summarized in Figs. 9a,b, where, for brevity, we pre-

sent only those results for the case in which JKE is an

index of eddy kinetic energy (i.e., g 5 1). The sensitivity

of JKE to variations in �Q is two orders of magnitude

weaker and not shown. Figure 9b reveals that JKE is most

sensitive to variations in �t, and it indicates that there is

no discernable seasonal variation in the average sensi-

tivity to perturbations in wind stress. The envelope of

extremes in sensitivity is typically widest in spring and fall

when the sensitivity can vary by a factor of ;223 during

FIG. 7. A close-up of (a), (c) (›JSST/›�tx, ›JSST/›�ty) plotted as vectors, and (b), (d) ›JSST/›curl�t for the time intervals

indicated during October, year 6, for g 5 0. In (b) and (d), the contour interval is 6000 K N21m3, and the vectors in (a)

and (c) are scaled the same.
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any given year. Figure 9a indicates a similar tendency for

the sensitivity of JKE to perturbations in wind stress curl.

Figures 10a,b illustrate typical patterns of ›JKE/›�t and

›JKE/›curl�t; also shown are contours of SSH for the

same periods as an indicator of the surface circulation.

The patterns of sensitivity are complex but clearly re-

lated to the underlying circulation and exhibit consid-

erable temporal variability (not shown), which could

not be anticipated a priori in the absence of ADROMS.

Regions of elevated sensitivity coincide mainly with the

centers of eddies and meanders and with regions of

confluent and diffluent flow. This is consistent with

singular vector analyses by Farrell (1990) and Moore

and Farrell (1993) in which such regions are favored for

perturbation growth and secondary instability via bar-

otropic processes, which Figs. 10a,b indicate can be in-

duced by perturbations in the wind.

The sensitivity of the potential for baroclinic insta-

bility as measured by JsBI
in (8) is summarized in Figs.

9c,d. The sensitivity of JsBI
to variations in �Q is an order

of magnitude smaller and not shown. When computing

the sensitivities according to (5), the spatial and tem-

poral variations of N are governed by the basic-state

flow. However, in the Taylor expansion of sBI, pertur-

bations in N are neglected, and we consider only vari-

ations in v when computing ›G/›F in (4). In all cases,

there is a weak seasonal cycle with maximum (mini-

mum) sensitivities in the spring and early summer (fall

to winter transition), a time when the wind-driven

alongshore circulation is strongest and therefore more

prone to instability due to the enhanced vertical shear.

Figures 10c,d illustrate typical patterns of ›JsBI
/›�t and

›JsBI
/›curl�t, superimposed on contours of SSH for the

same period. Despite the relatively large target area, the

regions of maximum sensitivity with respect to �t and

curl �t are confined to regions where the CC is coherent

and narrow, and hugs the coast. These will be regions

where changes in wind stress and wind stress curl can

exert maximum impact on the potential for baroclinic

instability through changes in the vertical shear brought

about by upwelling-induced changes in stratification.

Figure 10d, however, shows that there are considerable

alongshore variations in sensitivity to curl �t, which

could not have been anticipated a priori.

8. Summary and conclusions

An adjoint method has been used to explore varia-

tions in the sensitivity to surface forcing of coastal SST

and upwelling, EKE and the potential for baroclinic

instability of the complex circulation patterns that de-

velop in the CCS. This is one of the first documented

applications of adjoint sensitivity analysis for the coastal

ocean circulation using an ocean general circulation

model. New results and insights applicable to the

broadest-scale, persistent mesoscale circulations re-

solvable by the model include

1) a formal quantification of ocean model circulation

sensitivities to surface forcing—sensitivities that are

previously undocumented;

2) identification and quantification of temporal varia-

tions in circulation sensitivities to surface forcing—

sensitivities that are associated with seasonal varia-

tions in the underlying circulation and with varia-

tions in the ocean mesoscale circulation;

FIG. 8. (a) The difference in SST between 30 and 1 October, year 6. (b) Vectors of (›JSST/›�tx, ›JSST/›�ty) for the

period 21–25 October, year 6, superimposed on contours of SST for the same period. The gray boxes indicate regions

where the sensitivity vectors cross SST contours and where wind perturbations with these structures can modify the

circulation by exciting growing or decaying baroclinic waves. The target region for JSST is shown in each case.
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3) identification and appreciation of the often complex

nature of spatial variations in the circulation sensi-

tivities to the surface forcing that are intimately tied

to the structure of the underlying ocean circulation

via wind-induced wave development and the evolu-

tion of forcing-induced perturbations controlled by

localized barotropic and baroclinic processes and

instabilities; and

4) a clear separation of the circulation sensitivity to

wind stress versus wind stress curl—a topic that has

been much discussed in the oceanographic literature

(e.g., Enriquez and Friehe 1995).

FIG. 9. Time series of monthly mean DJKE (solid line) associated with a one std dev change in

(a) curl �t and (b) �t, applied at all points within the target region identified in Fig. 2b and applied

at all times for g 5 1, and computed from years 5–10. The dashed lines show the maximum

and minimum values of DJKE encountered during each month for the same 5-yr period.

Similar time series are shown of monthly mean DJsBI
associated with a one std dev change in

(c) curl �t and (d) �t.
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SST along the central California coast is about equally

sensitive to variations in wind stress and surface heat flux,

although sensitivity to wind stress curl is also significant.

The upwelling circulation displays greatest sensitivity

to surface forcing variations during late summer and

fall, when upwelling-favorable winds are relaxing, and

least sensitivity during the winter and spring, the latter

being the peak of the upwelling season. Summer sensi-

tivities are typically some 2–4 times larger than in the

spring, but larger variations (a factor of ;5 to 10) do

occur during some years. These results indicate that SST

in the upwelling region will be sensitive to variations in

the timing of the relaxation of the alongshore winds at

the end of the upwelling season. The considerable year-

to-year variations in sensitivity are controlled by the

details of the mesoscale circulations that develop in the

model. Forcing perturbations that are appropriately

aligned with the underlying circulation can significantly

alter the development of the mesoscale circulation itself,

a finding that has implications for the predictability of the

CCS.

Eddy kinetic energy off the central coast exhibits no

obvious seasonal cycle in sensitivity to surface forcing

variations, although there is considerable interannual

variability. The sensitivity varies by at most a factor of 2

over the course of a year, and variations in the spatial

patterns of sensitivity are most likely controlled by

variations in the stability of the circulation, which would

explain the absence of seasonal variations in sensitivity

strength.

The potential for baroclinic instability also displays

seasonal trends and variations in sensitivity, being

greatest during spring when the horizontal temperature

gradient near the coast is largest, which implies larger

vertical shear and a greater tendency for the alongshore

geostrophic flow to be baroclinically unstable. The

FIG. 10. April, year 6: (a) vectors of (›JKE/›�tx, ›JKE/›�ty), (b) shaded contours of ›JKE/›curl�t, (c) vectors of

(›JsBI
/›�tx, ›JsBI

/›�ty), and (d) shaded contours of ›JsBI
/›curl�t. Also shown in each panel are contours of SSH, which

are the black contours in (a) and (c) and the white contours in (b) and (d). The contour interval for SSH is 0.05 m. The

target regions for JKE and JsBI
are shown in each panel.
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greatest sensitivity is associated with variations in wind

stress, and the sensitivity varies by about a factor of ;2

throughout the year, although variations in wind stress

curl are effective also. While our results largely confirm

the importance of local wind forcing as reported by

others, a new and unique aspect of this study is that the

spatiotemporal sensitivities of the model CCS circulation

to variations in surface forcing have been quantified. In

all cases, the spatial variations in sensitivity were found to

be complex and flow dependent, and they could not have

been anticipated a priori without the adjoint model.

More generally, the three-dimensional time-evolving

gradient vectors also aid in identifying the influence that

specific physical processes, such as horizontal advection

and instability, can exert on sensitivity. Recall that the

sensitivities can be expressed as a linear superposition

of the SVs of TLROMS. The structure of the gradient

vectors is largely dictated by the fastest-growing SVs of

the target region circulation, and characteristic signa-

tures of instabilities associated with the dominant SVs

are present in the gradient fields. For example, Fig. 11a

shows ›JSST/›z for April, year 6, for g 5 1, and reveals

that isolines of ›JSST/›z tilt upstream against the current

in the vicinity of the straining flow associated with the

equatorward CC as it passes through the target area

close to the coast. Here, ›JSST/›z is synonymous with the

sensitivity to variations in geostrophic streamfunction

and is an indicator of kinetic energy release from the CC

by barotropic processes (Pedlosky 1987, chapter 7). The

role of localized barotropic instability in controlling the

evolution of the CC has received relatively little atten-

tion. Temporal variations and trends in ›J/›z may be a

potentially very useful indicator of variations in the

sensitivity of J to growth by barotropic processes.

Similarly, sensitivity to baroclinic instability can be

identified in as isoline tilts in the vertical as illustrated in

FIG. 11. (a) Contour maps of ›JSST/›z for April, year 6, for g 5 1. Contours of SSH for the same period are shown in

white. (b) A vertical section of ›JSST/›y over the upper 500 m along the section denoted AB in (a). Tilts of the isolines

in the vertical against the alongshore flow are indicated by the black lines. (c) A vertical section of the monthly mean

alongshore velocity over the upper 500 m along the section denoted AB in (a).
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Fig. 11b, which shows a vertical section of ›JSST/›y

through the core of the CC. Tilts in isolines of ›JSST/›y

against the prevailing equatorward flow of the CC in the

upper 200 m coincide with regions of large shear (Fig.

11c), features also present in other components of ›JSST/

›F (not shown). Using such information to understand

and quantify the sensitivities controlled by instability

processes clearly deserves more attention.

One aspect of the circulation sensitivity not reported

here but relevant to ocean prediction is the sensitivity to

variations in the model initial conditions. While each

index is an order of magnitude more sensitive to vari-

ations in the initial conditions than to variations in

surface forcing, the forcing provides a weaker yet sig-

nificant control on the processes considered and con-

tributes to temporal changes in the circulation as the

forcing varies, thereby confusing the source of control.

The pronounced seasonal variations in sensitivity sug-

gest that correcting for uncertainties in the surface

forcing may be most critical at the end of the upwelling

season and indicate that errors and uncertainties in

surface forcing may significantly influence the predict-

ability of the circulation on monthly time scales. Such

errors on these time scales can arise from errors in at-

mospheric forecast models as well as from the inherent

limit of predictability of the atmospheric circulation,

which at middle latitudes is just a few days. The latter is

associated with the chaotic nature of the atmospheric

circulation, which on the time scales of the ocean cir-

culation, can be viewed as a stochastic process. There-

fore, it would appear that the influence of stochastic

forcing on the CCS may also be significant, particularly

in relation to eddy generation through baroclinic pro-

cesses. This will be the subject of a future study.

This work demonstrates that even the most basic,

fundamental, and best understood features of the CCS

circulation exhibit significant temporal and complex

spatial variations in sensitivity to surface forcing that

hitherto are undocumented and not previously recog-

nized. The model sensitivities were found to be robust

to changes in the wind forcing products used to drive the

reference circulation F0(t) and to changes in the con-

figuration of the open boundary conditions. Additional

experiments by Veneziani et al. (2009) using a similar

model configuration and 10-km resolution yield quali-

tatively similar results to those reported here. The ro-

bust nature of the model results suggests that they may

also be applicable to the sensitivity of the broadest ob-

served energetic mesoscale features of the CCS to var-

iations in surface forcing.
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APPENDIX

Alternative Formulations for J

Because J in (6) involves a time integral, the expres-

sions for the sensitivities given by (5) are modified. To

demonstrate, we will re-express (6) in discretized form as

JSST 5
1

N
�
N

j50
[F(ti 1 jDt)� g �F]TH[F(ti 1 jDt)� g �F],

(A1)

where H is a diagonal matrix with nonzero elements

(grid cell areas divided by the target area) only at those

points that correspond to the SST grid points within the

target polygon, and �F is the appropriate monthly mean

value of F. The sensitivity of JSST to variations in the

initial conditions Fi 5 F(ti) is then given by [using (4)]

›JSST

›Fi
5

2

N
�
N

j50
RT(ti 1 jDt, ti)H[F(ti 1 jDt)� g �F],

(A2)

which represents the solution of ADROMS when forced

by 2H[F(t)� g �F]/(NDt). Similarly, using (4), the sen-

sitivity of JSST to variations in the forcing is given by

›JSST

›f(ti 1 kDt)
5

2Dt

N
�
N

m5k
PTRT(ti 1 mDt, ti 1 kDt)

3H[F(ti 1 mDt)� g �F]. (A3)

Equation (A3) represents the solution of ADROMS

forced by 2H[F(t)� g �F]/N. The sensitivity to varia-

tions in the time-averaged forcing �f, such as the time-

interpolated monthly means used here to drive the

model, is given by

›JSST

›�f
5

2Dt

N
�
N

j50
�

j

i50
PTRT(ti 1 jDt, ti 1 iDt)

3H[F(ti 1 jDt)� g �F], (A4)

which represents the time integral of the forced ADROMS

solution. It can be shown that (A4) also represents the

sensitivity to variations in the interpolants when f(t) is

computed by interpolation between different realiza-

tions of �f.

Even though there is no explicit variable for wind

stress curl in ROMS, the sensitivity of J to variations in
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wind stress can be readily computed. If we denote wind

stress curl as c 5 k � = 3 �t, then by using the D-opera-

tor method (Stephenson 1973) it can be shown that ›JSST/

›c is given by the scalar function x, which is the solution

of =2x 5 k � = 3 (i›JSST/›�tx 1 j›JSST/›�ty). The ROMS

solution does not depend on wind stress or wind stress

curl over land, so in these regions and along coastal

boundaries it was assumed that x 5 0. The boundary

conditions on x along open boundaries is undetermined,

so we assume that x 5 0 also. Methods for solving a

Poisson equation on irregular ROMS grids in the pres-

ence of open boundaries using methods of control the-

ory are discussed by Li et al. (2006) and will be explored

in the future for the problem of computing x.
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